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Abstract
A map of four types of grass lands in Po/and has been elaborated on the basis of Landsat TM images. Due to insufficient resu/ts
of supervised classification of satellite data a visua/ method of interpretation has been applied. To facilitate the extraction of
information from satellite image three chosen bands (3, 4, 5) have been enhanced and co/our composites were made. This has
improved the visua/ appearance of the images and severa/ categories of land use and special/y four types of grasslands were easily
distinctable. The results of interpretation have been digitized to crea te a map of grass/and as a one of the thematic layers of GIS
deve/oped in Remote Sensing Centre in Warsaw.

Résumé
En Pologne à la base de l'imagerie Landsat TM on a élaboré quatre types de cartes des pâturages. On a utilisé l'interprétation
visuelle pour obtenir des résultats meilleure que pendant la classification supervisée. Pour l'extraction plus facile d'informations
on a choisi trois canaux (3,4,5) et après l'amélioration de l'imagerie on a fait des compositions colorées. Pendant l'analyse visuelle
on a distingué plusieurs catégories d'utilisation de sols et spécialement quatre types de pâturages. Les résultats ont été numérisés
pour créer la carte de pâturage comme une des couches thématiques du Système d'Informations Géographiques développé dans
le Centre polonais de télédétection à Varsovie.

Stable grasslands cover an a rea of 4.04 mil hectares (1988} which makes 13,1% of the total a rea of Po land and
21% of its agricultural acreage. Grassland, optimally managed, cou Id provide cheap, highly nutrition and less labour
consuming fodder for stock animais, thus contributing to the increase in food production. Up-to-date and sufficiently
detailed information on the soil water conditions on grasslands is a prerequisite for sound planning and execution of
irrigation and other immediate managements measures as weil as for yield forecasting .
To improve the management of water economy in grassland as weil as for forage yield forecasting at the scale of
the whole nation an updated map of grasslands types and the ir distribution in Po land was needed . For this purpose
satellite images acquired by third generation satellites which provide data having high spatial and spectral resolution
have been chosen.
The stable grasslands and meadows are unequally distributed in Pol and . Majority of them are located in northern
and central parts of the country. They caver large areas, sometimes several square kilometers. Such areas are very
distinctive among other land use categories imaged on satellite photographs even characterized with poor grou nd
resolution .
ln some regions of Po land grass lands and meadows occupy much smaller areas. A large number of comminuted
meadows makes them important from the point of view of total fodder production . The satellite images of higher spatial
resolution are necessary for mapping such small parcels.
Landsat TM, SPOT HVR XS images as weil as Cosmos satellite photographs have been chosen for elaboration
a map at the scale of 1: 300 000. lt has been assumed that the smallest area which is presented on the map cannat
be sm aller than 2x2 mm. lt corresponds to an a rea of 36 ha in terrain. Su ch a rea is covered by 400 Lands at TM pixels
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or 900 SPOT XS pixels. lt means that group of at !east 400 pixels should be distinguished on satellite image and
mapped as a one separate land use unit.
Bath type of these satellite images have been used for supervised classification of land use. ln the course of a
preliminary study it has turned out that there was a necessity to use information registered in infrared part of the
electromagnetic spectrum to discern between grass lands and other land use category. Only Lands at TM images have
been used in further investigation.
Sorne 30 clouds free Landsat TM scenes of Po land have been collected in the Grou nd Receiving Station in Fucino
in the growing seasons of 1986-1989. These images have been processed using supervised classification in four
dimensions spectral space. Five spectral bands of Thematic Mapper have been chosen to use in computed-aided
classification, nam ely: channel 2 (green part of the spectrum), channel3 (red) , channel 4 (near-infrared), channel5
(mid-infrared), and channel? (mid-infared). ln the process of supervised classification only four bands in two groups
have been .applied. Table 1. shows the results of supervised classification of Landsat TM images.

Land use category
Water
Shallow water
Coniferous forest
Deciduous forest
Marshes
Meadows
Built-up areas
Arable land

CH: 3.4.5.6
100,00%
94,4
97,2
89,4
91,7
78,2
92,0
91,3

CH: 3,4,5,7
93,6%
78,7
98,1
95,4
86,1
81,8
92,0
95,3

Table 1 : Accuracy of Landsat TM SV Classification

The results of the classification have not been satisfactory mainly due to the large variety in the reflection values
of the grasslands. This could be attributed to the great differences in grasslands sail moisture related to sail types, to
the various types of vegetation of the grass land so weil as to relatively small size of sorne meadows. These factors
caused the large number of mixels in the classified data.
Due to' non satisfactory results obtained from computerized classification it was decides to use the visual
interpretation of images bases on application of colourcomposites created from selected spectral channels. The visu al
(manual) interpretation is superior to automatic (computerized) classification of satellite images because not only
spectral response from abjects is taken into consideration as a recognition feature. Other features like shape, size,
geographicallocation, vicinity of ether abjects are also very important and useful. ln visual interpretation of remotely
se nsed data great rote play knowledge and experience of an interpreter.
Severa! investigation have been done to obtain the best combination of spectral channels for emphasizing
grasslands on satellite images. lt has turned out that the best is colour composite of bands 3,4 and 5 (displayed as
blue, green and red). Such co laur compositefacilitate interpreation of grasslands and they have be en used for mapping
grassland as weil as ethers types of land use categories.
The following categories of land use have been mapped on the basis of Landsat TM images:

• Stable grass lands:
-

Oecasionally flooded grasslands
High situated grasslands (not flooded)
Peaty grasslands
Antropogen ic grasslands (post peaty and ether meliorated large areas).

• Agriculture:
- Arable lands including sm ali villages, archards, vegetable gardens, forest and grasslands, each with the are a
below 0.36 sq. km.
- Mosaic of arable lands and grasslands (preponderance of crops including a lot of grasslands with the area
below 0.36 sq. km.
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- Mosaic of arable lands and forest (preponderance of corps including a lot of forests with the area below
0.36 sq. km.
- Mosaic of arable lands, grasslands and forests (preponderance of crops including a lot of grasslands and
forests, each with the area below 0.36 sq. km.
- Mosaic of arable lands and archards (mixed type of land use including area covered by archards, vegetable
gardens and fruit's plantation occupied the area above 60%).
- archards and gardens.

• Forests:
- Coniferous forest stands (80% and more coniferous species)
- Deciduous forest stands (80% and more deciduous species)
- Mixed forests
- Declined forests

• SeUlement:
- Blacks of flats
- Homesteads and law housing with archards and gardens
- New houses area with greenery

·lndustry:
- Open mining areas with su rrounding transformed areas
- lndustrial buildings areas with transformed areas
The results of visu al interpretation - overlays- were checked with clifferent type of thematic maps and in severa!
cases also with situation in the terrain.
·
Long but narrow meadows dominate in saut hern Pola nd. To recognize them on satellite data and to map them the
Soviet Cosmos satellite photographs have been chosen. Two types of the Cosmos photographs have been used for
mapping of some grasslands in Po land. On of them were panchromatic photographs taken by means of KTE camera
from an altitude of 240 km . A scale of contacts prints of the photograph taken with the use of this camera
was 1: 240 000. An enlargement of photographs up to the scale 1: 50 000 - 1: 25 000 has permited obtaining en
excellent quality data for visual interpretation.
Spectrozonal photographs were the second type of satellite data used in the course of elaboration of the land use
map of Poland. The quality of these photographs were also very good. Spatial resolution of the Soviet satellite
photographs ranging from 5 to 8 meters has permitted distinguishing even very narrow but long meadows usually
accompanying small rivers.
The land use map has been prepared and particular sheets of the map have been digitized to feed data base of
geographical information system developed in the Polish National Remote Sensing Centre. The information on
distribution of grasslands and the ir types is essential for simulation madel of a fodder yield prediction based aIso on
another type of data derived from meteorological satellite images.
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